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 Notice 
 

Notice reference number: 1043.14.09 Notice date: 18/09/2014 
   

What’s this about?  Effective date: 27/09/2014 
 

  ASX Trade  ASX 24         
  

 Trading   Clearing   Settlement       
  

 Operations  Technology   Market Data   Rules   Compliance   Risk   Other 
 

ASX Trade24 Software Update 
 
There are currently two known issues associated with ASX Trade24 functionality which can occur in rare circumstances.  
The issues, and the associated fixes that ASX will be implementing, are described below. 
 
Issue 1 
 
ASX Trade24 supports Shared Order functionality that allows multiple ASX24 Gateways belonging to the same 
Participant to receive updates for orders in defined Shared Order groups belonging to the Participant.  
 
Each order submitted via an ASX24 Gateway is assigned a unique workstation identifier (WSID) by the gateway.  WSIDs 
are unique within a gateway but not between gateways. Two orders from separate gateways can carry the same WSID 
(albeit assigned by separate gateways).  
 
If a new order is submitted and whilst the order is in transit between the ASX24 GW and the Matching Engine, the 
ASX24 GW receives a shared order update with the same WSID as the in-transit order then the shared order cannot be 
managed. Attempts to modify or cancel the shared order will received “Order Not Found”. 
 
The software update will fix this issue. 
 
Issue 2 
 
If an order cancellation request is in transit between the ASX24 GW and the Matching Engine and the Participant 
submits another cancellation request for the same order to the same GW then the ASX24 GW will incorrectly respond 
with “Order Not Found”. 
 
The software update will fix this issue and the second cancellation request will receive the response “Invalid Request”. 
 
 

What do I need to do and by when?   
 

 
ASX will progressively roll out the software update to ASX24 GW’s over a 3 weekend period commencing weekend 27th 
September.   
 
The release is backward compatible and no action is required by Participants or Vendors. 
 

Need more information?   

Issued by 
Paul Stonham 
Senior Manager, Technical Services & Sales 

4BContact Details 
Customer Technical Support 
cts@asx.com.au   1 800 663 053, +61 29227 0372 
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